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1 . I n t r o d u c t i o n

Recently much attention has been paid to study the deformation of the
complex structure of Riemann surfaces, since that subject is closely relevant
to the problem of constructing operator formulations of strings |l,2| and
the conform*! field theory on higher genus Riemann surfaces |3,4,S|. They
concentrate on either the Vvasoro algebra acting on the moduli space or the
Krichever - Novikov algebra whose some generators act on the moduli space.

It a well known, however, that the quaskonformal transformations char-
acterized by the Beltrami differentials and the Beltramt equation deform the
complex structures on Riemann surfaces as well. Therefore, it would be of
interest to see where there exist some particular symmetries relevant to the
quasiconformal transformations and whether these symmetries play a certain
role in the deformations of the complex structures on Riemann surfaces. In
this paper, we concentrate upon the first problem. We show that there do
exist certain infinite dimensional symmetries in the solution space of the Bel-
Irami equation, named the Beltrami algebra, and explore the properties of
the algebra in detail for some simplest cases.

In section 2, we prove the existence of the Beltrami algebra and give the
explicit construction of the algebra and its central extension form as well as
the relevant Kac - Moody algebra for the simplest case with the coefficient
of the Beltrami differential being constant. In section 3, we explain that
this simplest Beltrami algebra characterises the extremely quasiconformal
transformations of compact Riemann surfaces. In section 4 we give a super-
symmetry extension of the Beltrami algebra. Finally in section 5 we sum up
some problems.

2. Beltrami equation and symmetry of its solutions.

As is well know, a quasiconformal transformation on a Riemann surface is a
homcomoiphism of surface M with the following condition |6|

( i )
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where p is a Beltrami differential of ( - 1 , l) type, in terms of local coordinate
patch ft can be expressed in the form:

ft ~ fi(z)dz/dz = n(w)dui/dw,
dw dz (2)

Introduce the Beltrami operator A = 5 — ftd or

A i = dt - i*{z)dm

in terms of the z-coordinate and

(3)

in the w-coordinate. We see that

Then the Beltrami equation (l) is simply rewritten as

or
Ar/ = —A,/ = 0.

(5)

(6)

(7)

Now we want to find a set of symmetric operators {L} which map the solu-
tions into solutions of the Beltrami equation.

Let the field L be an operator acting on the solution space of the Beltrami
equation. If the operator L satisfies

\L , A| = (8)

then the operator L is called a symmetric operator of the Beltrami equation
(1). Clearly, the symmetric operators map the solutions into solutions of
equation (1). The local expression of the relation (8) can be read in z and w
coordinate patches respectively

\L, , A^ =

\Lm , A s | = (9)

(10)

where
L. =X{z)d,<&Y{z)dt®M{z)

= X{w)dw ® KH^sr© M(z{w))
are direct sum of vector fields and scale field to be determined, X(z) and Y(z)
local coefficients of the vector fields in ^-coordinate patch. Under coordinate
transformation R(z) is related to R(i») by the consistent condition

After some algebraic calculations, a set of equations can be derived from
(9),(10) as follows:

AjK(z) = -«(*),

AjX(z) = -{X(z)dm + Y(z)3-. -
&tM{z) = 0.

(12)



To prove that the symmetric operators L form an infinite-dimensional Lie
algebra, we have
Theorem If L^'\ i = 1,2 are two symmetric operators
then L — \lS*\ L*1)] is also a symmetric operator of Beltrami equation.

Proof : Let L'*', I = 1,2 can be expressed

and

Then

where

[Li" , Af| = Rt(z)At

[L] , A,] = R,{z)Aw

L. =

- [Ht(z) , Ht{*)\ © {L

(13)

(14)

Because L'1' map solutions into solution of the Beltrami equation,

A?M(«) = 0.

Therefore,

, A,]e \M{z),

A,| I - |tf,(«) ,

That is

\Lm

And

",MOM«o|:(£)

This implies



JEW = JZ(») - K W A ( * ,

satisfies (11), the consistent relation. The proof is now completed.

This theorem indicates the symmetric operators L do possess a Lie algebra
structure. Call it Beltrami algebra. Now, let us consider some simple cases.

(1) The Symmetry of d-f = 0

Let ( i - 0 , then the Beltrami equation is reduced to the Cauchy-Reirnann
equation. The equations (12) become

d.X = 0,

9-Y = ~R , d-M = 0.
(15)

For the simplest case, we consider Cauchy-Riemum eq. with its domain on
S*\{0 , oo}. We may take Lm = *"*£. » subset of alt symmetry operators.
The subset forms the so-called the Virasoro algebra without central exten-
sion. We may also get two systems of solutions of (IS) such that one of them
M = Y = 0 , X = z*I , another M = A#*"\ X = Y = 0, where / the
unit matrix and X* the generators of some finite dimensional Lie algebra.
Then we find that the symmetry of solutions space of the Cauchy-Riemann
equation defined on S*\{0 , oo} is just the semi-direct summation of the
Virasoro algebra and the Kac-Moody algebra without central extension,i.e.

\Lm,Ln\ = (m-n)Lm+

(16)

where Cf is the structure constant of the Lie algebra [A", A'| = C°*AC, if we
set Lm = zm+1d.,./; = A*zm.

The symmetry of global solutions of the Cauchy-Riemann equation on
punctured higher genus Riemann surface, such as K-N algebra[2j, can also
be constructed by means of this systematic method.

(2) The symmetry of Beltrami equation with fi = const. .

For this cam of torus, the coefficients of the symmetric operator b satisfy:

{d.-ta.)Y = -R, (17)

(d- - fidm)M = 0.

Following the previous procedure we may obtain two subsets {L\} and {£ ' }
of symmetric operators which act on the solution space of Beltrami equation

~f - fidtf = 0 with fi — const .

They have the following form:

(18)

(19)

and form an infinite-dimensional subalgebra of Beltrami algebra. We denote
it by B and still call it by Beltrami algebra'*'. The algebraic relations are:

,Ll) =(m-n)Ll+n

, LI) =(m+ l)Ll+n - (n
(20)

It is easy to find that this algebra contains two Virasoro algebras as its sub-
algebras. We may consider the Beltrami algebra as a semi-direct summation
of these two Virasoro algebras in the sense of [i^.L^J^O (n,mjt ~ l) .

The Beltrami algebra also has a finite-dimensional subalgebra as follows

(21)

The generators of this subalgebra may perform the simplest quasiconformal
transformation.i.e. locally deforming a circle into an ellipse.

8



It should be mentioned here that a set of vector fields, which are the
linear combination of Ll

n and L\ , maps all non-xero solutions of equation
(17) into zero. Such a vector field has a form

T' ™ T * T • f *io\

» = Ln ~ Ln I22)
with TnF\(z + nz)\ = 0, F analytically depending on z + fiz. Hence the
Beltrami algebra 8 also contains an Abel subalgebra M:

\Tn,TM\ = 0.

Because for any Un e B , Tm <= X , there is

, 1 = 1,2,

(23)

(24)

It follows that V is an ideal of B- (23) and (24) are different from the direct
summation of Virasoro and abelian Kac-Moody algebra. From eq.(24) we
also find that

[ 4 , 7 ^ 1 = 0 , t = l , 2 . (25)

It is easy to obtain the correspondent the semi-direct summation of Bel-
trami algebra and Kac-Moody algebra for the case at hand, which has a local
form

= A *

where Aa are generators of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra

(26)

This algebra K reads

(27)

(28)
l ,2. (29)

Finally we discuss the central extensions of both Beltrami algebra and
the semi-direct summation algebra K.

Let L'n = Lj, + C^L'" , 1 < a < N , be the generators carrying a central
term L' with

(30)

= 0.

Without loss of generality we may ignore the index a , then the central
extensions of the Beltrami algebra are given by

\tn, UJ - (m - n)Lt.+n + CT^m • n)L* , * = 1,2,

llU = (m + l)Ll+H - [n + l)Ll+n + C»(m • n)L\
(31)

From the Jacob! identity we get the following algebraic equations of structure
constants C'* , I,J = 1,2.

(n - m)C"(m + n,l) +{l - n)&{(n + /,m)

+(m - l)C*(l + m,n) = 0 , i = 1,2;

(n + \)C"{m + n.i) - (» + l)C"[n + l,m) + (m - l)C"{t + m,n)

-(m + l)CM(m + n,I) + {I + l)C"(n + l,m) = 0;

(n + l)C"{m + n,l) ~{n + l)Cll{n + l,m) + (m - 1)C"{1 + m,n)

-(m+ l)C"(m + n,l) + {t + l)C I l(n + l,m) = 0.
(32)

After some tedious calculations we find

[Li,Lj,| = (m + 1)LJJ,+B - (n

f«,o , • — 1>2;

C(m — m)fim+n0-
(33)

Along the previous line we also get the semi-direct summation algebra K
with central extension

(34)
. '=1 ,2 .

3. The Beltrami algebra and Teichmuller deformation

We have Bhown above that the Beltrami algebra is given in the case of Bel-
trami coefficient ft = const.. We now consider what kinds of quas icon formal
transformations are admissible to the condition of coefficient of Beltrami dif-
ferential being constant.

(l) Affine transformation of plane regions

This is a very simple quasiconformal mapping defined by

f(z) = (35)

10
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where a,b,c are constants. It maps every circle contained in CU {00} home-
omorphically into an ellipse. From the local representations of Beltrami
algebra, it is not difficult to observe that such a kind of quasiconformal
transformation can be performed by the generators L'o

their linear combination.
,1' = 1,2 and

(2) The extremely quasiconformal mapping of torus.

Let fa{z) denote a quasiconformal homeomorphism which preserves the
orientation of surface S. The Beltrami coefficient i*f(z) , fixed up to a con-
formal transformation, is given by

(36)

(37)

We then define the dilatation of mapping / as

Assume S and S' are two topotogically equivalent Riemann surfaces with
the same orientation. The Teichmulter theorem '*' tells us that there exists a
mapping /o with smallest dilatation K(f0) in the class of all homeomorphisms
f: S — S'. In other words, there is a positive constant Jto < 1 and a
quadratic differential fo(z)dz7, which is not identically equal to zero defined
up to a positive constant factor, such that M/o with /o minimizing K(f) can
be uniquely expressed in the form

= *b

where 0 < Jfco < I is a constant determined by

(38)

(39)

Based upon the theorem of Riemann surfaces it is easy to prove that
degree of the divisor a for the holomorphic quadratic diflerential on torus is
deg a — 0. From the definition of the holomorphic differential we see that
the holomorphic quadratic differential on torus can only be expressed in the
form cdz* with c being a complex constant. Therefore fifo = const, in case
of Torus.

11

(3) Teichrauller deformation of the compact Riemann surface with genus
g>\.

Let / : 5 —* ff be a TeichmSller deformation with associated holomorphic
2-differentials, then the holomorphic quadratic differential <p defined on S is
related to the holomorphic quadratic differential i// on S' by the relation

with

1 - Jfco

f ' = IP,

V =

(40)

(41)

Here ?j (or f) is called natural parameter near regular point Po 6 S (or S').
Since every regular point (non-iero point) of <p (or ifr) has a neighborhood
in which a single valued branch of ipl/i (or 0 ! / 1) can be chosen, the natural
parameter can be uniquely determined up to additive constant.(9| Eq.(38)
shows that in terms of parameter fj and f, the Teichmuller deformation is
just an arHne transformation in the neighborhood of the regular point of the
holomorphic quadratic differential.

In the neighborhood of cero point Po of <p, in terms of natural parameter
fi to be conformal admissible to (, the holomorphic quadratic differential <p
can be expressed in the form'11',

= m.
(42)

Then there exists the unique extremely quasiconformal transformation with

" / 0 = J t° (ft ) T ( 4 3 )

in the region UPo. The representations of the Beltrami algebra have their
forms

-4
(44)

It is easy to check that the Bet of symmetric operators {L\} \ — 1,2 satisfy the
algebraic relation (20). It should be mentioned that the Beltrami differential

12



constructed by holomorphic quadratic differential is ill defined on its zero
point (7). We cannot give the expressions of symmetric operators in this
caae.

4. Super-Beltrami algebra and Super-Teichmuller de-
formation

Let / be a Super-quasiconformal mapping / : S -* S'. The local coordi-
nate (z,0) on the Compact Super-Riemann Surface S is related to the local
coordinate (u\#) on S' by the Super-Beltrami equations'11'

(45)

where (i(z,?,0) and v{z,Z,B) are the complex valued Super-Beltrami coeffi-
cients. In case of ft = 0,1/ = 0, the equations (45) are reduced to the Super-
Cauchy- Riemann equations'11'. Using the way described in section 2 one may
get the super-conformal algebra. We however want to generalize the Belt ram i
algebra to the super-symmetry case. Expanding w(z,0),$(z,0),(x(z,0) and
v{z,0) with respect to 0 we express the eqs.(45) in the form

-wx (46)

where w = w° + 0wl , 4 = +1 + 0<t>° , y. = ft0 + 0^ and v = v' + 0u°

Take ft1 - 0 , ft = (i° = const . and appropriate value vl and u° , we
then find a set of special solutions of equations (46)

(47)

13

where tj is a Grassmann constant, n, m G Z, r is taken to be the ha]f-integer
in Neveu-Schwarz sector and the integer in Ramond sector.

Denote
^ 1

(48)
w\ = $ti{z

We find there exist two sets of vectors {Lj,} , i = 1,2 which map {io° ,
(wn 1 ^'} o n t o themselves, and another two sets of vectors {C,} ,» = 1,2
which map {wj , ^°} to {w1 , 4>\} and vice versa. These vectors are given
by

We find
i,] = (m + 1 ) ^ + B - (n + l)L^

i+ r - („ (50)

| c r , c j ] + = -z, ' ,+ . -2,;+ . , •-,> = 1,2.
This is what we called the super-Beltrami algebra which contains the Neveu-
Schwarz algebra and the Ramond algebra as subatgebras. It is easy to see
that (50) is the super-symmetric generalisation of (20).

The central extensions of the algebra (50) can be uniquely obtained, from
solving the cocycle condition of the central extension super-Beltrami algebra.

[Li, 11) = 'm+B - (n

l)GTn+r (51)

where c is a constant.

14
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5. Discussions

We have proved the Beltrami equation hag the infinite dimensional symme-
try on its solution space for any Riemann surfaces and , in particular, have
explicitly constructed the Beltrami algebra, its central extension form, its
semi-direct summation with Kac-Moody algebra as well as its supersymmet-
ric versions for the case of ft = constant. We see the special homeomorphic
solutions in the solution space of Beltrami equation describe quaaiconformal
transformations of Riemann surfaces. Therefore, on the one hand , the in-
finite dimensional symmetry on the solution space implies that there may
also exist various infinite dimensional symmetries to characterize the generic
quasiconformal transformations as well as their supersymmetric versions. On
the other hand, it would be of interest to find out such symmetries relevant
to quasiconformal transformations and to see their relations with the defor-
mation of complex structures of Riemann surfaces. From that it may be
possible deeply to discuss the symmetry of moduli space and the physical
applications of the symmetries. In fact, it is hopeful to construct the opera-
tor formalism as well as the BRST construction of the Beltrami algebra. We
will consider these problems in further investigation.
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